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Puzzle
Hey Kids! Cut these pieces of the puzzle and try to combine them. When you’ve
finished, you’ll get the picture you see on the right.
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Today, we hear from Darko
Nedelkovic (9) from Mazedonia how
he likes the camp.
Hi Darko. What have you done so far?



Oh, there were many things. I was
walking around, went to the cinema,
played a lot and on top of that I was
drawing.

Oh, many things how I see. And, what
did you like the most?



The soldiers… and the nature. And I just
forgot; the two birthday parties here
were very good!

Let us talk about Switzerland. Is it
how you expected it?
Yes I really have to say it is how I
thought before… I just expected we
would play more football. Maybe this
week…

And could you already taste some of
the Swiss specialties?
Yes I had the possibility. The thing I like

Darko Nedelkovic the most is Swiss chocolate. Especially
the Milka Chocolate!

Weather today

22°

Menu today
Breakfast

Weather tomorrow

20°

Lunch Sandwiches
Lemonade
Dinner Summerparty
We‘re grilling a lamb.

If you had one wish for free, what
would it be?
To be happy and to have all boys in
Macedonia as friend to play with…

Is there anybody you want to say
hello?

I want to say hello to my mother and all
the soldiers in the camp. Especially, I
want to say hello to Eddy, because he
has the last day in the camp today.

Drawing Kids
It was amazing how productive they were today and the
result is more than impressive! We really have to say
the productions were very creative and will bright our
dining room in a new light. Furthermore, our kids were
able to bring some colours on the walls of the grey and
mouldy dining room. Starting on Thursday, we will see
the result in the dining room. Come and have a look;
you’ll be surprised!

This morning was the day of the artists who are available in a big quantity in this year’s camp! Each group of children had a
different task to do and after a short period of organisation everybody was ready to start. Just grabbing a pen, there was no
need to wait. One group of children was painting flags representing their team spirit. Another group had the task to draw out the
letters of the word “swisscor”. In the end they stuck them together, a huge painting was born. The whole effort was attended
with background music from the Swiss charts, this allowed a short procedure avoiding feeling stressed.

Drawing is heavy….

